Straus Institute for Dispute Resolution
introduces the

LLM in Dispute Resolution
Formatted for European Lawyers and Judges

w S
 tudy Negotiation, Mediation,

and Arbitration at the
Highest Ranked U.S. Program.
w C
 ourses Offered in
Los Angeles and London
The Number One Dispute Resolution
Program for Seven Consecutive Years.

Many of the United States’
best ranked dispute resolution
courses and faculty will now
be available in London.

Mid- and late-career attorneys and judges can maintain a busy practice while earning a LLM in
Dispute Resolution. Students who cannot dedicate a year to the traditional LLM program now
have the option to participate in the pilot program formatted for European lawyers.
wT
 ake five courses in an extended weekend format once a month at Pepperdine’s London campus.

London campus courses will start at noon on Thursdays and end at 4:30 pm on Mondays.
w Start and end the program with a one-week course in Los Angeles the first week of January 2013 and 2014.
w Attend the rest of your classes over six weeks (May 28 to July 5) in Los Angeles.
During this time in Los Angeles, you will:


Mediate 20 cases in the local courts



Observe commercial private sector mediations



Tour the largest court-annexed mediation program in the world



Attend courses with more than 200 students enrolled in the Los Angeles based LLM
and Master of Dispute Resolution programs



Meet with your faculty advisor for guidance on an independent study project



Meet with your academic advisor to plan an externship experience in your home city



Attend receptions and events with practicing mediators, arbitrators, and ADR providers

When I decided to come to the United States from
Austria to continue my legal studies, I chose Straus
because of the emphasis on practical skills training.
I knew I’d be able to take away marketable skills that
would help me be successful in the United States or in
my home country.
Philip Manderla • LLM, 2004 • Austria

When I first decided to apply for Straus’ dispute
resolution program, I was looking for additional skills
I could use in my position in the government for the
Republic of Georgia. The contacts, relationships, and
experience gained at the Straus Institute have been
invaluable! I not only learned valuable skills, but I am
now looking at incorporating my training to set up a
mediation office in my home country.
Giorgi Chaladze • LLM, 2008 • Republic of Georgia

Program at a Glance:

Dates, Locations, Courses, and Faculty

January 7–11, 2013

Los Angeles

Negotiation Theory and Practice

2 units

February 7–11

London

Mediation Theory and Practice

2 units

March 7–11

London

Arbitration Practice and Advocacy

2 units

April 4–8

London

Cross-Cultural Conflict and Dispute Resolution

2 units

April 25-29

London

International Commercial Arbitration

2 units

May 28–June 1

Los Angeles

One-Week Intensive
(choose from three electives)

2 units

June 6–June 15

Los Angeles

Two-Week Intensive (choose from two electives)

2 units

June 18–June 29

Los Angeles

Two-Week Intensive (choose from two electives)

2 units

July 1–July 5

Los Angeles

Apology, Forgiveness and Reconciliation

2 units

May 28–July 5

Los Angeles

Independent Research Project

1 unit

May 28–July 5

Los Angeles

Mediation Clinic

2 units

October

London

Elective Course

2 units

Fall Semester

Location of Choice Externship and Independent Study Research

January 6–10, 2014

Los Angeles

3 units

One-Week Intensive (choose from four electives) 2 units

Confirmed Faculty for This Program
Thomas J. Stipanowich is the academic director of the
Straus Institute and professor of law at Pepperdine University
School of Law. He has received the ABA Dispute Resolution
Section’s D’Alemberte/Raven Award and recently served as
the WilmerHale Scholar-in-Residence for Fall 2010 in the
International Arbitration Department in London.

Jim Craven is of counsel to the Spokane, Washington law
firm of Evans, Craven & Lackie, which he cofounded in 1978.
Craven has extensive experience in the mediation of complex
commercial and construction disputes, having served as a
mediator since 1990.

Peter Robinson is managing director of the Straus Institute
for Dispute Resolution and associate professor at Pepperdine
University School of Law. He has presented advanced negotiation
and mediation skills courses in more than 10 foreign countries.
He has been recognized as a Super Lawyer in the field of
mediation since 2006.

Nina Meierding is a national leader in the field of conflict
resolution and has been providing training and mediation
services for more than 25 years. She is a former president of the
Academy of Family Mediators and served on the board of
directors of the Association of Conflict Resolution and many
other organizations.

Jack J. Coe, Jr., is professor of law at Pepperdine University
School of Law with a specialty in private international law. His
training includes advanced studies in Europe. He received his
LLM at Exeter, the Diploma of the Hague Academy of
International Law, and a PhD from the London School of
Economics. He is an associate reporter for the Restatement of
the Law of International Commercial Arbitration.

Jasper Kim is an associate professor for the Graduate School
of International Studies at Ewha University (Seoul, Korea).
Prior to joining Ewha, he was an associate director for Barclays
Capital and associate counsel for Lehman Brothers.
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The LLM in Dispute Resolution is a degree from an American university. Even though
five of the courses are at Pepperdine’s London campus, it is important for students to know this program will not
confer the benefits of a degree from an English university.

The Straus LL.M for Dispute Resolution is a unique experience for everyone who is interested in arbitration and
mediation. Distinguished faculty offer great learning experiences especially for students already working in the
field. For me as a German-trained lawyer it was great to study not only the core legal aspects but also psychological
and sociological aspects of dispute resolution.
Anke Meier • LLM, 2008

When I was 35, I made a difficult choice: leaving my job as a lawyer in Italy to move to the Pepperdine Malibu
Campus. The result was worth the difficulties. It was an incomparable academic, professional, and human
experience. I could spend many words to express the excellence of the programs provided by the Straus Institute,
but I think it is enough to say that, at the beginning of my experience at Pepperdine, I could have never imagined
such an extraordinary shift in my private and professional life. I’m happy to hear the program will be more
accessible to European attorneys with the added courses in London.
Alessandro Tosti • LLM Candidate

This is a pilot program limited to 15 students. It is anticipated that the spaces will be highly competitive.

Applications will be accepted until program is full.
Information on tuition and application requirements can be found at

law.pepperdine.edu/straus/academics/europellm.htm

dracademics@pepperdine.edu

01.310.506.4655

straus.pepperdine.edu
Translating Theory Into Practice

Pepperdine University School of Law
Straus Institute for Dispute Resolution
24255 Pacific Coast Highway, Malibu, CA 90263
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